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1. INTRODUCTION

After the Czech Republic has acceded to the European Union, the Czech family law has not changed much. There are more reasons for this. Especially, since May 1st, 2004 until today, a relatively short period of time has elapsed. It is also necessary to mention that major changes in the Czech legal order had already occurred and had to occur immediately after 1989.

The main reason, however, is the temporary non-acceptance of the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe, which would have included, among other things, also the clause on respecting family life (Article II–67), the rights of children (Article II–84), and family life (Article II–93), and which would definitely have had, together with the judiciary, direct and indirect influence on the development of domestic legal environments, including the Czech one.

An important cause is also played by the fact that in contemporary European Union, family law plays only a minor, although not negligible, role through the human rights and freedoms, which until now on the organisational level belongs under the institutions of the...
Council of Europe. For the development in the Czech family law until now, the legal and political activities of the Council of Europe is therefore much more significant. This, however, might change exactly by the accepting the proposed Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe that should include – in contrast to the community law up to the present moment – also a human rights catalogue. A different issue lies in the unifying tendencies that are beginning to take shape in the principles of the European family law, which could play their role at the beginning, at least when opting for the law with obligations with a foreign element, just as it is with the principles of the European law on conventions, or with the principles of international trade conventions UNIDROIT.

Until now, the acceptance of the Czech Constitution and of the originally Czech-Slovak Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms and especially of a fair number of human rights conventions was of key importance for the Czech family law. The growing respect towards human rights, international conventions, and to harmonisation and unification tendencies in the sphere of the traditional institutes of the European continental family law have in a positive way influenced and still influence Czech family law and leads to the legally and politically optimistic views as regards the perspectives of its future development.


In connection with this, it is therefore also necessary to draw attention to Article 10 of the Constitution of the Czech Republic, which states that the announced international convention, to whose ratification the Parliament had consented and by which the Czech Republic is bound, form a part of the legal order; if the international convention states something different from the law, the international convention is to be used.

The acceptance of the above-mentioned international conventions led to and leads to, among other things, also to the new perception of the Czech family law, its more cultural interpretation and application, and last, but not least, to the growing interest of the Constitutional Court in the conformity of the Czech family law with European human rights standards.

Last, but not least, it is necessary to mention the precedece law of the European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg, especially in the case of Article 8 of the Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Freedoms (right on respecting private and family life).

The aim of this contribution is neither the criticism of the contemporary state of the Czech family law – nor of the law on family in its original wording of 1963, nor its non-conceptual, direct or in-

---

4 Compare judgement of the Constitutional Court No. 72/1994 Coll., in the case of the abolition of § 46 of the Act No. 94/1963 Coll., on family, in its original wording.

Further, compare the judgement of the Constitutional Court No. 476/2004 Coll., in the case of the abolition of § 5 par. 1, last clause, § 6 par. 2, and § 41 par. 2 of the Act No. 109/2002 Coll. on the exercise of special treatment in an institution or protective education in school institution and on preventative educational care in school institutions and on the changes of other laws. These clauses enabled the court to put a child not only into an institution, but also to a “contractual family”, without further specifying the conditions and the definition of the contractual family.

6 On the questions of the development and the basis of the communist law, including Czechoslovak law, see the work of RODOLFO SACCO: On some issues of the basis of the civil law of the communist countries [in Czech]. Právní, 1969, pp. 801 and following. KURZ, O.: The author states here that of all the civil law legislation valid in the communist countries, it was the Czechoslovak and the Soviet Union ones that reflect the most conscious deviation from the Roman law patterns. It might be added that it is exactly this fact that significantly inhibits the process of the transformation of the civil law in the Czech republic nowadays.

On this issue further compare the conclusions of JÁN LAZÁN, who states that the Czechoslovak civil law was a markedly totally anomalous and even for the situation before 1989 an inadequate and unsuitable system of the overall arrangement of the property
direct, amendments. Many words have already been said with respect to this. It is generally only possible to agree with the opinion that the undesirable state of the frequent legislative changes, especially the changes affecting marriage and family, weakens the stability and certainty of the legal order and in its consequences, it influences the level of law awareness. The result of the development after 1989 is a bleak provisional situation, which has been named, in the Czech literature in connection with the necessity of re-codification of the Civil Code, “an open-air museum of the Soviet understanding of the law.”

The aim of the following lines are, after the brief summary of the legislative development in the 1990s or rather the attempts at a major changes within the re-codification of the civil law, especially thoughts de lege ferenda on the Czech family law in European context.

2. THE INEVITABILITY OF THE RE-CODIFICATION OF THE CZECH FAMILY LAW WITHIN THE CIVIL CODE

The attempts at re-codification of the Czech family law can be counted with fingers of one hand.

In the first half of the 1990s, the abolition of the Family Act and the implementation of the norms concerning family into the existing Civil Code as its last part were suggested. In connection with this, it has among others been stated in the literature dealing with the re-codification of the private law family relationships that the implantation of the family law into the existing Civil Code would only increase its inconsistency reached by the so-called large amendment of 1991 (compare Act No. 509/1991 Coll.). As a starting point from the bleak state of the art, the reform of the private law family regulation was in two detached phases was recommended: first, the absolutely necessary changes in the existing family law regulation were to be made in the form of an amendment to the Family Act, and later on the coherent modern family law regulation was to be created, which would then be systematically integrated into the new basic private law regulation, i.e. the Civil Code.

The first attempt at the re-codification of family law, or its inclusion into the new Civil Code, was more or less rejected by the specialists. Family law was to be included in the seventh part of the Civil Code under preparation. Basic inconsistencies of the Family Act thus began to be removed only in 1998 in connection with the acceptance of the controversial so-called large amendment of this regulation (Act No. 91/1998 Coll.). This amendment significantly affected the regulation of divorce, newly regulated parental responsibility, se-
cured the protection of ownership interests of the child, again anchored the institute of a guardian, modernised the institute of adoption, improved the regulation of the relationships of alimony, and anchored a new institute of marital property law, which is the community of property of the spouses. The acceptance of the large amendment of the Family Act was shortly afterwards followed by the acceptance of the Social and Legal Protection Act (Act No. 359/1999 Coll.), which, however, has already been amended. By this Act, the institute of foster care was, among others, included into the Family Act and the special Act on Foster care was abolished (Act No. 50/1973 Coll.).

It is possible to say that the above stated partial changes of Czech family law prepared the grounds for a fundamental step – the re-incorporation of family law institutes into the Civil Code as the basic source of private law. The time enabling the realisation of the second detached phase could start – the phase of the private law family regulation reform recommended in specialists' studies for general discussion on the Czech family law de lege ferenda in such a way that it was closer to the current legal regulations of European countries.

In the spirit of the European tendencies, the work on the re-codification of the Civil Code as the basis of the private law is currently going on in the Czech Republic. The work should result in a unified, coherent, systematic, clear, complete, and at the same time necessarily open code. This direction of development of the Czech family law, defined by the subject matter of the Ministry of Justice (ref. No. 2623/10-L of January 29th 2001), can be characterised as an effort to create European continental civil concept of family law. Family law norms were incorporated into the second part of the paragraphed working version of the re-codified private law code, which, apart from the matters now codified by the Family Act, also includes marital property law, based on the principle of full private autonomy between the spouses, further the rights of marital and family dwelling and other connected property issues, including the private-law norms against domestic violence. The new norm will regulate among others also the registered partnership of the same sex couples.

This concept had, has and will certainly have many adherents, but also opponents, both in the issue of returning the family law in the Civil Code at all, and in the issue of its inclusion into the system of Civil Code, and last, but not least, the content of the individual institutes.
We can only add one aspect to the issue: conceptual inclusion (returning) of the family law norms into the Civil Code is correct. It namely draws upon the status rights of people, or persons in the legal sense of the word in general. This is not changed even by the fact that in family law, a significant role is played by mandatory legal norms, as this is a phenomenon characteristic for status rights, without leaving anyone in a reasonable doubt about a private character of such rights. Also the high level of mandatory nature does not make this part of private law public.

An indubitable positive aspect of the big codes is exactly their stability. In democratic conditions it is not easy to change them ad hoc, according to the topical particular interests.

In connection with the supposed system and quality changes of the family law within the framework of re-codification of the Civil Code it is necessary to mention the legislative initiative that rippled the still waters of Czech family law.

On June 64/2004, that is after the Czech Republic acceded to the European Union, the controversial Act on the so-called secret childbirths was accepted on the basis of the proposal of a group of members of Parliament (compare Act No. 422/2004 Coll., by which the following acts are changed: Act No. 20/1966 Coll. on the care of the health of people with its more recent amendments; Act No. 301/2000 Coll. on the registers, names and surname and on the change of some related acts with their amendments, and Act No. 48/1997 Coll. on public health insurance with its amendments, further only the cited Act). As was already said, the new Act is a work of the members of Parliament, and therefore it was not discussed by specialists. From the explanatory note to the cited Act, the effort to create conditions for diminishing the number of abortions, preventing the murders of the newborn babies by their mothers, and lowering the number of cases when the mothers abandon their children is apparent. In this issue, we encounter two opposing interests. The interest of the mother often lies in keeping the pregnancy, childbirth, and identity secret. The interest of the child is, however, the right to live, know his or her descent and live in the care of his or her mother and father. Saving human life is certainly a priority issue, but we cannot forget that apart from the right to live, there are also other fundamental human rights that need to be respected. The given issue cannot be trivialized and legislatively fast, briefly, and simply regulated by an institute of an "artificial foundling". We can fully agree with the opinion that the results of an effort to find a solution at all costs can even be worse than unprofessional approach.

It is alarming that such a serious interference into the status rights that have their basis in the private law was done by amendments of the norms of public law, without consequent analysis of legal consequences of such a change and also without the amendment of the Family Act. The cited Act namely did not change the Family Act that regulates the establishing of motherhood in the following dictum: The mother of the child is the woman who gave birth to it (compare the clause § 50a of the Family Act). The regulation is mandatory and quite explicit: motherhood is based on the objective legal fact - the childbirth. A significant consequence of the new legal regulation on the possibility of childbirth with keeping

---


27 Compare Zimmermann, R.: Re-codification of private law in the Czech Republic [in Czech]. Evropské a mezinárodní právo, 1996, No. 5, p. 3: "From the codification we expect that it will last", p. 7: "the codification can stand against the storms, if its clauses are sufficiently abstract and flexible and enable the judges and authors of legal texts influence the necessary adjustments".

28 On the fierce critical comments see Heršáklová, M., Krášilčková, Z.: Anonymous and secret motherhood in the Czech Republic – a utopia, or reality? [in Czech]. Právní rozhledy, 2005, No. 2, p. 53; Š. Radovanová and M. Zouliková from the Faculty of Law of the Charles University have expressed strong agreement with the conclusions presented in the contribution.


From the sources devoted to motherhood see further e.g. Melicherová, D.: Determination and denial of motherhood, the issue of surrogate motherhood [in Czech]. Zdravotnictví a právo, 2000, No. 7–8, pp. 24 and following, from older works see Pišla, J., Strněz, V.: Theoretical aspects of the determination of motherhood according to the Czechoslovak law [in Czech]. Právní ústav, 1970, No. 1, p. 35; and Haberková, J.: On some issues of determination (and denial) of motherhood [in Czech]. Bulletin advocez, 1979, July-September, pp. 14 and foll.

the identity of the mother secret in the administrative regulations is the interference with the concept of status rights in the Czech Republic, a concept based on natural legal basis of the Austrian general Civil Code (ABGB, 1811). Some foreign legal regulations following the French Code Civil (CC, 1804) rely on the concept that motherhood is based not only on the fact of giving birth, but also on the recognition of motherhood by the woman who has given birth to the child (still France, Italy). In such a way, child-birth without stating the identity of the mother in the child’s document is possible. However, these regulations were accepted in social and economic conditions diametrically different from the situation in the contemporary Czech Republic. Many countries are nowadays trying to amend the laws accepted in turbulent times.

The cited Act stimulates many questions and throws the legal order of the Czech Republic back by many years – not to the years of building communism, but much further. This partial problem of Czech legislature documents the state of the Czech society, which is able to tolerate the suppression of the rights of children and is closing the eyes before the advocating of particular interests at all costs. In this issue, we can only rely on the Constitutional Court and its so-called negative creation of the norms as a safety catch of the constitutionality.

3. SEARCHING FOR THE EUROPEAN STANDARDS – ON THE MARGIN OF THE HARMONISATION AND UNIFICATION OF THE EUROPEAN FAMILY LAW

In the explanatory note to the Proposal of the Civil Code it is stated several times that the Czech family law is a result of the overall Sovietisation and that one of the major programme objectives of the proposed code is the discontinuity with the communist Civil Codes of 1950 and 1964 and that it is necessary to give the Czech Civil Code a function of a “systematically integrating focus” of the legal order, as it is common in standard legal orders of the continental Europe type. We may fully agree with this. We can also fully agree with the general statement saying, “Czech private law must come closer to European standards”. However, what are the European standards, when family law is concerned? There is no simple answer to this very simple question.

It is commonly known that family law in each country is based on the tradition, culture, religion and that it reflects the society of that country. In Europe, there exist different kinds of family law: family law influenced by the French Code Civil, family law of the German speaking countries, very similar family law of the Nordic countries, family law of the countries pre-

---

24 On the arguments in favour of and against the anonymous and secret child-births see Frňová, A.: An anonymous child-birth? in Czech, Jurisprudence, 2004, No. 4, p. 10ff. The author further states that in Germany, the law regulating anonymous child-births was rejected in May 2002.

25 On the situation in other European countries see Hurálová, E.: Anonymous child-births from the point of view of Article 8 of the European convention on human rights [in Czech]. In: Proceedings from a conference Family and the law of personal status (status law) [in Czech], Správní právo, 2003, No. 5-6, p. 283. The author among other things states that the Spanish Supreme Court has recently decided, because of the discrepancy with the constitution, on the abolishment of Article 47 of the Register Act that made the entry “mother unknown” in the register possible.

26 On the history, the contemporary state and unfortunately also the future of the boxes for abandoned children see Zúčková, M.: Several notes on the legal questions on the so-called baby-boxes [in Czech], Právní rozhledy, 2005, No. 7, pp. 259 and following. Compare further especially the conclusion, not very complimenting to the Czech Republic and its legislative practice.

27 The gravity of the problem is underlined a.o. by the significant initiative of the Health Ministry in the form of the Methodical directive No. 9487/05/02P/3 in the gazette of the Health Ministry No. 0/2005, effective from June 1st 2005, which emphasises that the law imposes on the health facilities the obligation to inform the bodies of social and legal protection of children about the fact that the mother abandoned her child after the birth and that substitute family care is mediated by the state and its bodies (Article 5). Compare also the activities of the Ministry of Work and Social Affairs. Further see Králicková, Z.: The case of the so-called legally free child [in Czech]. Právní rozhledy, 2004, No. 2, pp. 52 and following.

28 See Footnote 4.


viously under Soviet influence, etc. In Italian sources, the quotation of the important Italian family law specialist is often paraphrased, that “family is a rocky island which the family law can only wash with its waves”. Also the renowned Czech family law author Jiří Hederka developed some thoughts on the limits of the family law. It is certain that anywhere in the world, family law cannot be changed, so to speak, over night and at all costs, and even less so by experimental institutes.

However, for the legislature in many European countries, the essential changes in the relationships of the family and the society, especially after the 2nd World War and mainly in the 1970s and 1980s, signified the necessity to look for common paths. The emphasis on the protection of human rights, on the advocating of full equality of men and women in the society, marriage, and family, equal rights for children born out of wedlock with the so-called legitimate children, globalisation, migration, new problems in life, assertion of the principle of private autonomy, as well as its limits, were and are discussed for a long time especially in connection with the need to transform family law and following the ideas on the need of harmonisation and unification of the law of the EU members and the ideas of European family law.

The first step towards European family law is considered to be the activity of the academics and the comparative analysis, which should lead to the understanding of the differences and similarities contained in the legislature of the member states and towards the comparative synthesis. The results of jurisprudence should be formulated into the Principles of European family law and should serve as inspiration for the domestic and international legislators or as an alternative or supporting law. First areas of research are the propriety law aspects of marriage and divorce, propriety law aspects of co-habitation outside marriage, the rights of the minors, and the protection of minors.

For this purpose, the Commission on European Family Law (CEFL) was created, whose aim is to reach the truly European identity.

The Czech Republic does not stand aside the harmonisation and unification tendencies of the family law. The Czech society and Czech family have also changed and are still changing. As was already said above, Czech legal order undergoes radical changes. As far as Czech family law is concerned, many positive steps were taken especially thanks to the above-cited conventions, especially the Council of Europe ones. However, the Czech law is still awaiting the essential steps.

It is not only the fact that lex scripta, the law is paying tribute to the time in which it has originated and that it is marked by non-conceptual and often chaotic amendments, but especially the interpretation and application that should have already been performed within the framework of the principles on which the Civil Code is to be built. Family law as a whole is to be regarded as a value that must be protected and developed. The proposal of the new Civil Code gives the family law a dignified place – the second part. As far as the content is concerned, we may at a glance see that the creators aimed at a comprehensive and syste-

42 The opinion that full transformation of family law was not reached anywhere in the world thanks to the “strength of traditional institutions” and with the scepticism as regards the European family law can be found in CHLOROS, A. G.: The reform of family law in Europe. Deventer – Holland, Boston – London – Frankfurt: Kluwer 1978; especially in the Foreword, p. vii.
46 For details see http://www.law.unl.edu/prv/edfl of September 12th 2005.
49 The necessity to anticipate the interpretation was mentioned also by Prof. TYMEN J. VAN DER PLOEG in his contribution in connection with the re-codification process of the Dutch civil law. See his contribution Pro's and Contra's of the New Civil Code. In: HVERDÍK, J., PIALA, J. (Eds.): Vychovává a trendy vývoje českého práva po vstupu České republiky do Evropské unie. Proceedings of a conference held in Brno on October 6th 2005. Brno: Acta Universitatis Brunensis, Iuridica, No. 204, Masarykova universita 2005.
mic attitude. There can be reservations to individual parts, the whole, however, fully respects and develops the values stated below.

It is not the aim of this contribution - and with regard to the limited space, it cannot be - to provide a detailed analysis of the special institutes of the Czech family law included in the prepared Civil Code.

However, in general it can be said that the European standards, to which we should hold while performing the reform, undoubtedly include the following principles:

a) indivisible and general values of human dignity, freedom, equality, and solidarity;50

b) respect to the family life of a person, regardless of which form they opt for,41 including the so-called single-style,

c) autonomy of will of an individual and its free application in all matters where there is no reason to limit it, either in the form of ius cogens or legal institutes in the case of status laws,52 or other limitations caused by the natural assertion of the principle of solidarity in marriage and family and the unburdened assertion of the principle of the protection of the weaker one - the so-called economically weaker of the partners,41

d) separation of any kind of co-habitation by consent as a comprehensive and final solution of personal and property matters between the partners,53 with suitably drafted “hardship” clause,60

e) the best interest of the child, including the right to know the parents and live with them (joint custody) and other relatives in a common dwelling in joint custody, the right to the regular contact with both parents, the right to substitute care secured by the state - however always as a subsidiary to the care provided by the family and looked upon as the service to the child,57

f) participation rights of the child,48

g) propriety interests of the child, the right to the same standard of living as the parents,59

h) solidarity in the propriety law of the spouses,60 in the law of marital and family dwelling,61 and in the case of alimony between the spouses as well as divorced spouses,62

i) effective civil-law protection against domestic violence,63

j) alternate forms of solution to the marital and family conflicts or arguments (mediation).64

---


51 Compare the regulation of the marital status in clause § 528 and following of the draft and the institute Registered partnership anchored in § 836-854 of the draft.


54 Compare e.g. the limits of the autonomy of will to the advantage of the ability of the husband to provide for the family anchored in § 585 par. 1 of the draft.

55 Compare the right of the spouses to file a common motion on divorce and arrange the proprietary matters, dwelling, alimony for the time of the divorce, if applicable, by a contract, anchored in § 624 of the draft.

56 See the clause of § 622 par. 2 of the draft, regulating the cases when the marriage cannot be divorced.

57 Compare the legal regulation of motherhood and fatherhood in the clauses of § 643 to 663 of the draft. Further compare the new concept of the adoption of a minor child anchored in the clauses of § 664 to 719 of the draft, especially the thorough regulation of the consent of the parents in § 680 and following of the draft.

58 See especially § 746 par. 1 of the draft and § 100 par. 3 of the civil procedure code.


60 Compare the relatively extensive institute Care of the child’s property anchored in § 766 and following of the draft and Alimony obligations regulated in § 871 and following of the draft.

61 See the institute of co-habitation of the common dwelling regulated in § 571 of the draft and the rules for dealing with exclusive property in the regime of separated property of the spouses in § 593 of the same draft. Compare the limits of the autonomy of will to the advantage of the ability of the husband to provide for the family anchored in § 886 par. 1 of the draft.

62 See some clauses on the dwelling of spouses anchored in § 600 and following of the draft, namely the institute of the right to dwelling and a number of limitations of the rights of the exclusive owner, or the tenant of the dwelling, e.g. 613 and following of the draft.

63 See the institute of Alimony of the divorced spouses in § 627 and following of the draft.

64 See the relatively comprehensive protection in the form of Special clauses against domestic violence anchored in § 617-619 of the draft.
4. CONCLUSION

In spite of the above-mentioned problems with searching for European standards, the Czech family law de lege ferenda moves towards the traditional family law institutes included in the Civil Code as the basis of the private law. The new regulation of the family relationship will namely be very similar in its concept to the large codices of private law, i.e. also the Austrian general Civil Code (ABGB), which is the basis of civil jurisprudence and whose institutes are still in the minds of wide public of both specialists and laymen. We can agree with the opinion that the new private law code should include, as a principle, all the private law matters, i.e. also family law in such a way that is usual in countries with comparable legal environment, with the reference to the necessity of unity of private law.66

As was already said with reference to the explanatory note on the Proposal of Civil Code, the creators' effort aiming at discontinuity with the communist law and the aim to create a code comparable with European cultural convention is perceivable at first glance. As far as the future Czech family law incorporated into the Civil Code is concerned, it must in essence be a spiral-like return into the civilized bosom of the propriety law. Family law must be comprehensive – from the legal regulation of status matters in marriage and family, including the registered partnership, it must also regulate propriety relationships including the marital and family dwelling, and must contain clauses against domestic violence. The individual traditional institutes must be enriched with such elements that will contribute to the development of a person and the cohesiveness and solidarity in the family. The proposal of the Civil Code, on which the general discussion has been going on now, is a work that fully accepts these essential values.

66 Compare especially the new concept of the institute of Decision taking on the family affairs enshrined in § 569 of the draft and the explanatory note to it, in which it says: “The court should ... lead the spouses to agreement. If necessary, even by using a mediator (intermediary in family matters)” and the institute of Exercise of the parental duties and rights after divorce in § 778 of the draft, which says: “When deciding on entrusting child to care, the court will always recommend the parents the help of an intermediary in family matters”, including the explanatory note to it.
